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About the participants
Number of people interviewed: 5

March

As part of the COMP-D insight gathering, we
interviewed 5 people with a disability or
long term health condition. These interviews
served 2 purposes: (1) to gather more in
depth information; and (2) to speak to some
people who were either digitally excluded or
did not wish to take part in the group
workshops. 

The first part of this report outlines the key
demographics of the 5 participants, and the
second part pertains to their insights
relating to Covid-19 health information. 



We asked our participants to tell

us a little bit about them 



Demographics of participants

Age group

Sex



Demographics of participants
Ethnic group

Native language English



Demographics of participants

The graph above outlines the impairment group the participants most

identified with. The number is higher than 5, as many of them reported

having multiple impairments. 

Impairment
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We asked our members, where do they usually get their health

information about Covid-19 from

Other sources

Community Champion meetings

Tower Hamlets Carers Centre Letter from John Briggs

BBC Covid News Bulletin



2 participants found health information

about Covid-19 accessible and easy to

understand, while 3 participants found

some of the information accessible and

easy to understand. 

Accessibility

We asked participants what made this information difficult to access



He gets most of his information from the BBC news
and other news sources. He thinks it is very repetitive
and he gets tired of it, but he recognises these
messages are important. He has had his second
vaccine already and had a positive experience. He
received a phone call from the Council telling him to
book his jab. His mum booked the vaccine online for
him. Although his uses the internet a lot and has
access to technology, he did not feel confident to be
able to book his vaccine online as he worries he might
do something wrong. He would have preferred a
letter through the post, so he could have emailed
back later. Having a smartphone for him has been a
lifeline, and he believes it is a necessity for disabled
people, not a luxury. It means he has been able to
access important information, but also gives him the
means to call for help if he gets stranded somewhere,
or something bad happens.

THE GOOD, THE BAD 
AND 

THE INACCESSIBLE

TESTIMONY 1

He received a shielding letter in March and he
understood everything. He finds info from
scientists the most easy to understand (Chris
Witty).  Most of it  common sense. "Boris Johnson's
messages are confusing as he constantly says one
thing, then says something different
(inconsistent).  He was nervous about getting the
vaccine at f irst because he has allergies and
didn't know if he would have an allergic reaction.
Nurses at vaccine centre didn't know anything
about allergies. He phoned the Tower Hamlets
number to book his vaccine and they didn't have
any information about whether it  was safe to
have his vaccine either because of his allergies.
Eventually called 111 to get advice about whether
it was safe for him to receive it.  His daughter who
has a learning disabil ity doesn't want to take the
vaccine and she is receiving a lot of
misinformation from her friends.

TESTIMONY 2



When he got Covid symptoms, he wasn't sure how to
book a test. His cousin looked it up online, and he
phoned the doctor to ask. The same was the case with his
vaccine. He phoned his Doctor to find out how to book a
vaccine. They sent him an email but he doesn't have a
computer so couldn't access the link they sent him. He
phoned his Doctor back and they booked his vaccine for
him. When he received the home test kit when he had
Covid, the instructions in the box were clear to him (e.g
isolate for 10 days). He has understood social
distancing/hand washing/mask wearing from the
beginning as there are posters everywhere in
shops/supermarkets. He finds out a lot of information
about Covid-19 from his family. He didn't understand
what was meant by shielding, but they explained it to
him. Doesn't think there could ever be too much
information. He used to visit certain places regularly
which is how he stayed up to sate with a lot of
information, e.g Real, One Stop Shop, Day Opportunities.
Now these places have closed and taken their services
online, he is struggling to do the things he normally did
and keep informed like he used to.

TESTIMONY 3
He receives a personal budget, so they received a
letter saying it  was his responsibil ity to get his PA
vaccinated. This letter was very confusing and
caused a lot of anxiety. It  was hard to understand
and also did not make sense that his mum (his
principle Carer) was not eligible to be that person
to be vaccinated. They would have l iked this
information in an easy read format. 

At the local surgery where her son got his jab,
there was a queue which caused him a lot of
anxiety but the staff were bril l iant. They saw he
was a wheelchair user, and made sure he waited
in a comfortable place.

TESTIMONY 4

THE GOOD, THE BAD 
AND 

THE INACCESSIBLE



TESTIMONY 5
Information can be confusing, because they chop and change and a lot of the time are not
clear e.g. they tell  you to wear a mask, but don't specify who is exempt from wearing a
mask, and they need to be clearer about what is termed 'an essential shop'.  Her son has
Autism and gets anxious about covid-19 so she has to be careful about what information to
share with him. Her son has received letters from his school about Covid-19, but they are
quite specific and don't give him the information he needs to stay safe. Her son doesn't use
social media so he can't access information that way. Her son doesn't want the vaccine. He
is frightened to take it  because of the information he has received. She wants to know how
to persuade him. He's an adult and it 's his choice. She has shared her own worries about
the vaccine to her son which may also have contributed to his worries about it .  The
information her son receives in often not visual which makes it  more difficult for him to
understand. 

Webinars have been a really important resource for her with her mental health condition.
Not only has it  given her lots of important information, it  has given her a l ink to the
community and other people. Her mental health condition means she has a lot on anxiety
going outside, but accessing a webinar means she can stay in the safety of her own home,
but also receive that social connection too.

THE GOOD, THE BAD 
AND 

THE INACCESSIBLE



We asked our participants if they

had any suggestions about how

we could make health messages

more accessible to them 



ACCESSIBILITY

Information about Covid for her son would be more

accessible if  i t  was del ivered through the mail  in a

leaflet or poster form. He can read, but something with

pictures would make it  easier for him. Leaflets in the

doctor surgery,  or provided through mental health teams

would be useful ,  including information about the

Champion programme and webinars. A check in each

week with information (via email  or phone) would be

great for her mental health but also to have updated

information about Covid. Autist ic people respond to

pictures/visuals,  so more resources that are easy read

would help her explain Covid to her son. Services need

to think about when they send information out,  how are

they putt ing it  out and if  i t  accessible for that person.

He suggested it  would be useful to provide

information to his daughter in supported

accommodation directly from the staff that

work there, or through experts coming in,  in

PPE to explain individual ly and in a group

how vaccines work. Phone number for vaccine

special ists to help bui ld confidence and have

your important questions answered would

also be useful.  

A leaflet being sent through the post with a

phone number to book the vaccine would be

helpful for those that are digital ly excluded.

He would l ike to be able to speak to his

doctor in person as he can't do a 1-1  onl ine.

Being sent hard copy information to his home

from places he trusts,  e.g. Real,  Day

Opportunit ies,  One Stop Shop ( in hard copy).

She mentioned that the language used

in letters from the counci l  is too

complicated for her son, and if  i t  was

written more simplier,  i t  would be

much easier for him to understand.

She also cares for someone who is

bl ind and there was no information on

how to get vaccine information in

brai l le. She came across some brai l le

info through Is l ington Counci l ,  but

bel ieves bl ind people often lose their

independence as there is no

information sent out in brai l le. Large

print information is also needed, and

information that works well  with

screen readers.



We asked our participants to tell

us if there is anything they are

still not clear about or would like

more information about



He suffers from a lot of anxiety and has barely left the

house this last year. As lockdown starts to ease, and

people start going back outside and resume normality,

his mother is worried that this will have a big impact

on her son's mental health. For those that have been

isolated for a whole year, it will be a big shock going

back out and dealing with that fear of other people

and the virus. She would like a step-by-step guide

about what to expect moving out of lockdown,

helping people to understand and normalise their

anxiety, with links to organisations/projects that can

help people work through their anxiety. At the

moment, her son is anxious about crossing the road

just to go the park. He was ok to go for his vaccine

because it was planned and had a purpose but she

wants her son to feel safe going outside and worries

the next few months will cause him a lot of anxiety.

She would like a leaflet through the post, and this

information online, and in a short letter, so she can

share with her son that it is ok to be worried about

going back outside and that it is normal to have

anxiety. Finding a timeslot for the vaccine was

difficult because they needed to book 2. The Council

advised he go with his PA and his PA get vaccinated

at the same time, but it was much better for him to go

with his mum as this helped reduce his anxiety

enormously. Going with his PA would have made him

'panicky'.

He said he had never been

asked to shield, but after

talking to his mum, she

informed me he has isolated

for the last year - so there

was a lack of understanding

as to what shielding meant.

Information about how to

get to vaccine centres if you

are disabled would be

useful. He would have liked

more information about how

the process works for health

staff coming to your house

to give you the vaccine

there. He believes this

information should be out

there for people that are

housebound to access.

More clarity and honesty

around what is in the

vaccines, their safety and if

they cause allergic reactions.



He is not clear what the '19' stands for in Covid-19.

He asked were there another 18 strands of this

before that we didn't know about. He still doesn't

understand where the virus came from in the first

place. He doesn't know what is in the vaccine he

was given, and he would have liked more

information about this. An information leaflet

explaining what is in Astra Zenca (the vaccine he

got), and what symptoms to expect would have

been really useful when he got his 1st vaccine.

When he got symptoms from vaccine, he didn't

know what to do next. He phoned his doctor, they

told him just to carry on as normal, but he would

like more information about what you can/cannot

do after the vaccine and what to expect from side

effects. He is not clear about who is organising

the vaccines. More general information is needed

too. 

She would like more easy read

guides about vaccines/the

pandemic for her Autistic son

(with visuals/pictures). She is

also a member of the Community

Mental Health Team at Jack

Dash House and the Community

Learning Disability Team but has

received no information from

either of these bodies as to how

to keep her and her son safe.

She would like to receive

accessible comms from

Community Learning Disability

Team that she could share with

her son, tailored to his disability

so she can persuade him to get

the vaccine.



We asked our participants if

there is anything else they'd like

to tell us about accessing health

messages during the pandemic



W H A T
E L S E ?1

2

3

4

He thinks there is a false representation of the side effects of Covid-19. When you

see images of Boris Johnson coming out from his vaccine, and he says he's 'fine', it

can make it more worrying if you get side effects. Everyone experiences the

vaccine differently and this should be reflected in the information that is out there.

The last year has been really difficult for him and he is really missing people, and

going to the places he usually goes for connection.

Before she became a Covid-19 Champion she had never heard of a webinar/zoom, and since then it has become a

vital resource. She heard about the Champion programme from the Mayor who emailed back to her query. She also

attends a forum on Wed evenings run by Public Health (different topics each week). She is registered with the carer

centres but they have had less capacity due to Covid, so she hasn't received much information from them either.

She also gave example of elderly woman she met in in pharmacy who had learning disabilities. The woman had

received a letter from the health service to book a vaccine appointment but she didn't have telephone or access to

the internet so didn't no how to book it. She got really upset. The pharmacist advised her to go to her GP. Other

ideas she has for where you could communicate messages are: IDEA Stores, phone people directly, create comms

in different languages, sign language.

He was worried about how to get to the vaccine centre, but luckily he was booked to go to his

local surgery for it, and this was much more accessible to him. It would have been difficult if he

had to go to the Excel centre as it is not easy to get to, and he would be reliant on a taxi turning

up to take him ('and they are useless'). At the local surgery when he got his jab, there was a

queue which caused him a lot of anxiety but the staff were brilliant. They saw he was a

wheelchair user, and made sure he waited in a comfortable place.

She doesn't think it is fair that the Council were advising only paid workers (PAs) could get vaccinated at the

same time as the person they were caring for. Family do all the work, and they also should have been prioritised

to get a vaccine. Also, her son feels so much more comfortable with her, than a PA so it reduced his anxiety by

her taking him. She is a member of the Carers Centre in Tower Hamlets and they have been brilliant. They set up

a WhatsApp group early on and have been supporting each other and sending out the most up to date

information information - passing information back and forth. It's a very positive group with lots of messages of

support and hope.



5 Becoming a Covid-19 Champion has given him confidence to challenge rules (e.g. keeping 2 meters apart in

the supermarket). At the start of the pandemic he didn't know what was going on and he was scared/had a lot

of anxiety, but after he became a Covid-19 Champion he received more information which has helped to

improve his mental health. The group supports each other and has created a community. It helps with loneliness

too. There are no signs / no posters in Crisp Street market about 2 meters rule/social distance. Staff at his

welfare accommodation are not following the rules and not leading by example (e.g. mask wearing indoors). He

believes people should wear masks even if they have COPD/asthma as he thinks people lie so they don't need

to wear masks, and his own condition doesn't prevent him from wearing one. Suggested people could have an

ID card to prove they don't need to wear a mask. Advertise Covid-19 champions in Crisp Street. Prime location,

currently no posters/info there and it gets busy with people so would be a good place for people to receive

information who are not not shielding.


